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"THE SERIES YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO PUT DOWN"Adult Urban Fantasy Romance - Book

2Months after moving to the mysterious city of Cognito, Silver is developing her gifts as a Mage and

learning how to live under new laws. She is forced to give up her old life and live in secret among

the humans. There is finally hope of leading an ordinary life . . .Until Logan Cross walks into it.Their

chance meeting leads her close to discovering the identity of the nameless Mage who once stole

her light and discovered the unique power she possesses. That knowledge poses an unimaginable

threat to Silver, fueling the search to find out who he is before he finds her.Lives are at stake. Truths

are revealed. And an unexpected passion ignites."An outspoken woman makes the world a livable

place. You have fire in you, and I would never put that out."MAGERI SERIES READING
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Wow! Book 2 does not disappoint! This was none-stop action and sarcastic dialogue that met or

even topped Sterling (Mageri Series: Book 1). All the same great characters behaving badly and

searching for answers, disobeying the rules, and some even finding love.Silver and Adam have not

talked since he became a Mage, but she is missing Sunny and needs Adam's help to see her.

Adam has also revealed himself to his best friend Knox and the four of them meet together to catch

up. Sunny is shocked to find "Zoe" alive, but they quickly revive their friendship and Sunny reveals

Marcos rejection of her after Silver's disappearance and her belief that he was to blame for it. This

revelation starts the action ball rolling as Silver, Simon and Justice try to find out who was

responsible for Silver's attack and why. There are new and exciting characters introduced such as a

Chitah named Logan Cross (sigh, fan, sigh!), a Shifter named Finn and a Sensor named Eli who

Silver met at a bar called Hell. Now, that was an interesting and well named establishment! In the

end, this book had a kidnapping, a lot of fighting, fleeing, falling in love and most importantly the

continued strong friendships that makes this story worth reading.Dannika Dark's fantastic writing

style shows through again, making this a fantastic second installment and exciting to read. Her

one-liners always make me chuckle and inevitably, I have to stop and read them out loud to the

family. A lot of this story is dependent on knowing what happened in book one so I would

recommend reading Sterling first.

I am surprised at all the five star ratings, especially for Twist, as opposed to Sterling, the first book

of the Mageri Series. It makes me wonder if the reviewers have read books by Jeaniene Frost or

Karen Marie Moning which have riveting characters and great dialogue. Book 1 of the series caught

my attention because it had a bit of the Night Huntress (Cat & Bones) feel from one of the best

series in this genre by Ms. Frost. Not so for Book 2.The main problem with Twist is there is nothing

likable about Silver (Zoe), the main character. Although Silver has received extensive training and

great advice, she continually falls into the "too stupid to live" category. Sorry, but if you refuse to

stay somewhere safe when you are a novice OR you demonstrate worse judgement than a five year

old and open the door to someone you don`t know, maybe you don`t deserve to have your friends



risk their lives for you. If Ms. Dark had portrayed Silver as a bit of a knucklehead, then the stupid

behavior would be expected. The problem is that the reader is continually told how Silver wants to

be independent, when she is any but this. As well, when the other characters describe her bravery,

it generally sounds false because of the majority of her actions are juvenile.She is surrounded by

fantastic males who have kept her safe, trained her and risked their lives for her. She repays them

all very poorly by being ungrateful, insensitive or rude. Adam was the human in Silver, who found

Zoe and cared for her. This good Samaritan showed her nothing but kindness in the first book and

actually lays his life on the line for her in this book. Her treatment of him is nothing short of shabby

and there is a definite lack of empathy towards him.
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